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This paper discusses the adaptation of speech recognition vocabularies for automatic speech transcription. The context is the transcription of YouTube videos in French, English and Arabic. Baseline automatic speech recognition systems have been developed using previously available data. However, the available text data, including the GigaWord corpora from LDC, are getting quite old with respect to recent YouTube videos that are to be transcribed. After a discussion on the performance of the ASR baseline systems, the paper presents the collection of recent textual data from internet for updating the speech recognition vocabularies and for training the language models, as well as the elaboration of development data sets necessary for the vocabulary selection process. The paper also compares the coverage of the training data collected from internet, and of the GigaWord data, with finite size vocabularies made of the most frequent words. Finally, the paper presents and discusses the amount of out-of-vocabulary word occurrences, before and after the update of the speech recognition vocabularies, for the three languages. Moreover, some speech recognition evaluation results are provided and analyzed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The vocabulary is one of the key components of an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system. It needs to be adequate with respect to the considered speech recognition task, and this is usually achieved through an empirical or an automatic selection process applied to relevant adaptation textual data. That is the object of this paper, which discusses the adaptation of vocabularies for automatic speech transcription of videos in French, English and Arabic, for AMIS (Access Multilingual Information opinionS) project\(^1\). AMIS project aims at helping users to access information from videos that are in a foreign language, that is to understand the main ideas of the video. In the project, the way to do that, is to generate a summary of the video for having access to its essential information. Therefore, AMIS focuses on the most relevant information in videos by summarizing and translating it to the user. Obviously, the process starts by an automatic transcription of the audio channel.

The baseline ASR systems used at the beginning of the project have been developed from previously available corpora. For what concerns the linguistic part, that means that the vocabularies and the associated language models have been elaborated

\(^1\)http://deustotechlife.deusto.es/amis/project/
from quite old text data. Consequently, the vocabularies are somewhat outdated, and they are not relevant for a proper processing of person names and location names that have recently emerged in the news. Besides the fact that out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words affect speech recognition performance, in average, each out-of-vocabulary word produces 1.2 errors [1], they also impact on information retrieval performance [2] (even if, in such a case, strategies can be used in order to compensate for the resulting speech recognition errors). A large part of out-of-vocabulary words are names of persons or names of locations, and they convey a very important and useful information for information retrieval and for understanding the content of videos. One way to cope with this aspect is to collect large amounts of text data over the web, that correspond to about the same time period as that of the videos to be processed, and build new speech recognition vocabularies from this new text data.

Unknown words are also problematic in natural language processing, for example for syntactic parsing and for machine translation. Several papers have investigated the handling of unknown words [3], including the use of a probabilistic model for guessing base forms [4] in English and Finish, and a morphological guesser for lemmatization in Arabic [5]. However, such approaches for dealing with written texts are not applicable to speech recognition for large vocabulary.

With respect to speech recognition, several approaches have been developed in the past for elaborating vocabularies that are adequate for a given task. When a single text corpus is available, and when this corpus is homogeneous, the selection method is straightforward, it simply consists in selecting the most frequent words in the training text corpus. However, since many years, the selection is done from numerous and heterogeneous corpora, which differ strongly in terms of source or content (e.g., various radio or TV channels, journals, speech transcripts, etc.), time period, and size (from a few million words up to more than several hundred million words). In such a case, it is not suitable to concatenate all the text corpora and just select the most frequent words. Indeed, a frequent word in a small corpus, thus interesting to select, may end up with a small frequency in the concatenated data, and would thus not be selected.

When dealing with a heterogeneous set of text corpora, various selection methods have been proposed. The most trivial method consists in selecting the most frequent words in each sub-corpus, and then putting together all the selected words to obtain the target vocabulary. However such an ad hoc process requires tuning selection thresholds. To avoid that, various approaches have been proposed that rely on the unigram distribution of the words in each sub-corpus. A conventional approach consists in finding the linear combination of the unigram distributions associated to each sub-corpus, that matches the best with the unigram distribution of some development set [6, 7]; then the words having the largest unigram values (according to the combined unigram distribution) are selected. The combination parameters are obtained through an expectation-maximization process. Selection approaches based on neural networks have also been investigated [8]. It should be noted that all these techniques require the availability of a development set, representative of the task, for optimizing the unigram combination weights.

As an alternative to unigram-based vocabulary selection, learning-based approaches have been developed to select the most interesting words that should be inserted in a speech recognition vocabulary to handle out-of-vocabulary words for a given target evaluation corpus. In [9], both semantic and acoustic scores are combined for selecting the most interesting OOV word candidates. Relevant textual documents are used to get a list of possible OOV word candidates. The semantic score of an OOV word candidate is based on the comparison of the tf-idf (term frequency-inverse document frequency) values of vocabulary words occurring in the neighborhood of the OOV word candidate in relevant documents, with those of vocabulary words occurring in spoken documents of the target corpus. For computing acoustic scores, OOV word candidates are temporarily added to an ASR lexicon to recognize the spoken documents. In [10], potential OOV words are proposed based on different types of relatedness between in-vocabulary words and words retrieved from web-based resources. One approach exploits the semantic relations of WordNet, whereas the other one relies on word-embedding representations.

In some languages, as for example Chinese, computing the OOV rate is complex as it needs a word-based segmentation of the text. Often, Chinese OOV words get segmented into characters that are present in large generic Chinese lexicons, and thus do not end up as actual OOV words; [11] proposes an approach to deal with this problem. However, such phenomenon does not occur for the languages we are dealing with (French, English and Arabic) as words are separated by spaces in textual documents.

Here we are concerned by the transcription of videos in AMIS project. Videos have been collected from YouTube, in several languages: French, English and Arabic. They correspond to various TV channels, as for example: Alarabiya, Alquds, Euronews, France 24, BBC, etc.

Hence, this paper investigates the selection of speech recognition vocabularies in French, English and Arabic, for the automatic transcription of YouTube videos. It is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the baseline speech recognition systems, and discusses speech recognition performance. Section 3 describes the collection of the textual data over internet, and presents an analysis of the collected data, with a comparison to the Gigaword data sets. Finally, Section 4 details the selection of speech recognition vocabularies and discusses some evaluation results, with a detailed focus on French data for which more evaluation results are available.

2. BASELINE ASR SYSTEMS

Baseline ASR systems have been developed at the beginning of the AMIS project using previously available data: audio data for estimating the parameters of the acoustic models and text data for estimating the lexicons and the associated language model. After a short presentation of the different models, this section presents how some reference data is obtained for performance evaluation, and then discusses the resulting evaluation.

A. Modeling

The speech recognition systems are based on KALDI speech recognition toolkit [12].
Acoustic modeling relies on Deep Neural Networks (DNN), as such modeling provides the best performance [13]. For each language, the DNN has an input layer of 440 neurons (11 frames of 40 coefficients each), 6 hidden layers of 2048 neurons each, and the output layer has about 4000 neurons, which corresponds to the number of shared densities of the initial GMM-based speech recognition system.

Table 1. Some characteristics related to linguistics aspects of the baseline ASR systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>French</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text training data (num-</td>
<td>1,620 M</td>
<td>155 M</td>
<td>1,000 M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ber of word occurrences)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocabulary size (number</td>
<td>97 k</td>
<td>150 k</td>
<td>95 k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of words)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of pronunciation</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>variants per word</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The classical n-gram approach is used for language modeling. Table 1 presents some characteristics of the baseline ASR systems. Vocabulary sizes vary from about 100 k words (for French and Arabic) to 150 k words (for English). The average number of pronunciations variants per word vary from 1.1 for English, to 2.1 for French, and 5.1 for Arabic. In French, most of the pronunciation variants are due to the optional mute-e at the end of many words, and to possible liaison consonants with following words starting by a vowel. In Arabic, the larger number of pronunciation variants per word is due to the absence of diacritic marks, which indicate short vowels, in the spelling of the vocabulary words.

Acoustic models for French and English have been trained using transcribed speech corpora of more than 200 hours of speech signal. The Arabic acoustic model has been trained using a smaller speech corpora, of about 50 hours. The largest part of those speech corpora corresponds to radio broadcast news. On the corresponding evaluation data sets, the word error rates were around 13% to 14% for the three languages (i.e., French, English and Arabic); i.e., for matching conditions.

B. Performance evaluation

As mentioned before, we are dealing with YouTube videos in French, English and Arabic, that corresponds to various TV channels. As illustrated in Figure 1, it is possible to get on the web some text data associated to YouTube videos. The YouTube web page usually provides only a few lines of text (for example four lines only for this video). However, for most of the videos corresponding to Euronews channel, a longer text can be found on the Euronews web page (an example of an Euronews description is provided in Figure 1).

It was observed that these texts often match approximately with portions of the audio of the corresponding videos. Hence we decided to extract some reference sentences from these texts and to use them for evaluating speech recognition performance.

B.1. Obtaining some reference data

Listening to several videos, it was observed that many sentences (from the YouTube web pages or from the Euronews web pages) matched quite well with the audio; whereas some other sentences did not match at all, or were not at the right place. Thus our goal here is to extract whole sentences matching reasonably well with the audio signal and to use them as approximate transcriptions for performance evaluation. To extract such sentences, the text from the web pages is aligned with the speech recognition output of the baseline systems. The alignment relies on an optimized set of costs. Substitution costs between words are dependent on the amount of letters that differ between these words. This leads to small substitution costs when the two words are similar. Insertion and deletion costs are dependent on the length of the words (small cost for short words, larger costs for longer words).

The main punctuation (i.e., dot, question mark, etc.) in the textual data is used to detect the beginning and end of the sentences. Also, as a reasonably correct timing of the beginning and end of the utterances is necessary for speech recognition evaluation purposes, we pay more attention to the matching costs at the beginning and end of sentences. So, sentences for which the alignment cost on the first three words and on the last three words is below a given threshold are selected as reference sentences. With such a criteria we assume that the timing obtained for the beginning and end of the sentences are quite correct. Note that we ignore sentences or segments for which the insertion rate or the deletion rate is greater than 30% (i.e., a clear mismatch between text and audio).

Table 2 displays the amount of reference data that has been obtained by this process for each language, using YouTube text data (on the left) or Euronews text data (on the right). More reference data have been obtained for French, than for English and Arabic. Almost 50% of the text from the web pages was kept as reference data for French, whereas this goes down to 30% for English and Arabic. An interesting point to note is that the extracted sentences have a rather similar length across web text sources (YouTube web page vs. Euronews web page) and languages (French, English and Arabic): on average around 20 words per sentence.

B.2. ASR performance evaluation

The approximate reference data have been used to get an estimate of the word error rates (WER) for the baseline systems. It should be noted that this is just a rough estimate, and that this estimated WER is likely to be higher than the actual WER as the text used
Fig. 1. Display of speech recognition results achieved with the old and new vocabularies. Both speech recognition results (ASR-V01 corresponding to the baseline ASR, and ASR-V02 corresponding to ASR with the updated vocabulary) are displayed as synchronized subtitles (bottom-left) and in separate frames (bottom-right). For helping checking recognition performance, the YouTube and Euronews text description, when available, are also displayed (middle part).

as reference is not the exact transcription of what is said in the videos.

For French, the estimated WER is 17.8% on YouTube-based references, and 17.2% on Euronews-based references. In both cases, the deletion and insertion rates are balanced (around 3.5 to 4.0%). On English data, similar WERs are observed: 17.4% on YouTube-based references, and 17.8% on Euronews-based references. Again the deletion and insertion rates are balanced (around 3.5 to 4.2%). With respect to Arabic data, the first estimate is higher, however several normalization steps are not yet included in the evaluation process, and the text data and ASR outputs are not consistent with respect to diacritics and some prefixes.

On French data, a more detailed analysis of the speech recognition results has been conducted with respect to part-of-speech (POS) tagging. Treetagger [14] has been used to annotate the tokens of the reference sentences in terms of POS. An analysis of the performance on the tokens associated to the NAM label (i.e., names of persons, names of locations, etc.) shows a 39% word error rate on those tokens (to compare to the global WER which is less than 18%). It was also observed that 14% of these name tokens are out-of-vocabulary, with respect to the baseline system.

3. WEB TEXTUAL DATA

The above evaluation confirms that the vocabularies in the baseline ASR systems, which have been defined according to previously available text corpora, are somewhat outdated, and they do not properly reflect the names of persons and locations observed in the recently collected videos of AMIS project. To update the vocabularies, new text data have been collected over the internet, in a time period matching that of the videos. This section also describes the elaboration of textual test and development sets that are latter used to select the vocabularies and to evaluate its
A. Training corpus
A few newspaper, radio and TV web sites in French, English and Arabic have been selected for collecting text data. A script was used to crawl web pages from the given sites over several months. The period over which text data have been collected, is the same for the three languages.

A preprocessing has been applied on the raw text data collected from the various web sites. It mainly consists in removing useless data (e.g., date tags, hour tags, some keywords such as “view image”, “download”, etc.), long non-Arabic text in Arabic web pages, etc. Moreover, all duplicated sentences were also removed. About 80% of the amount of collected data is thus ignored. The amount of word occurrences available per language, after this preprocessing, is reported in Table 3. Note that during this preprocessing, all capital letters have been kept.

Table 3. Amount of word occurrences per language for the web training data, and for the GigaWord data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Web data</th>
<th>GigaWord</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>1.9 G</td>
<td>0.8 G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>2.9 G</td>
<td>4.1 G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>0.7 G</td>
<td>1.1 G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Test corpus
The videos processed in AMIS project have been collected from YouTube. They correspond to various channels such as AlArabiya, Alquds, BBC, EnnaharTV, Euronews, France24, RT, SkynewsArabia, etc. For most of the videos, YouTube provides short descriptions which gives an idea of the content of the video (an example of a YouTube description is available in the top part of Figure 1), and thus contain names of persons and of locations occurring in the videos. Such data have been collected for all AMIS videos (a few thousand videos per language). These data are used as a test data set for evaluating the percentage of occurrences of out-of-vocabulary words.

Table 4 indicates the amount of word occurrences in the test sets and in the development sets, for each language. It should be noted that the (approximate) reference sentences extracted from YouTube web pages in Section 2-B.1 come from this textual test corpus.

Table 4. Amount of word occurrences per language in development and test sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>French</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development set</td>
<td>1500 k</td>
<td>1720 k</td>
<td>1240 k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test set</td>
<td>250 k</td>
<td>280 k</td>
<td>70 k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Analysis of the collected web data
An analysis of the data collected from the web (cf. Section 3-A) has been carried out. For each data set collected from internet (i.e., French, English and Arabic), the frequency of occurrences of the word tokens has been analyzed. The same analysis was applied on the GigaWord corpora available from the LDC (French [15], English [16], and Arabic [17]).

As a result, Figure 2 displays, for each corpus, the coverage of the word occurrences with respect to the most frequent word tokens of the corresponding corpus. For example, for English with data collected over internet (solid red curve) the 100,000 most frequent words cover about 96.6% of the 2,880 million word occurrences of the English data; whereas for Arabic, the 100,000 most frequent words cover only 92.7% of the 690 million word occurrences of the Arabic data (solid green curve). Solid lines correspond to the data collected on internet. Dotted lines correspond to the GigaWord corpora.

On the figure, the 4 curves corresponding to “French (giga-word corpus)”, “French (internet data)”, “English (giga-word corpus)”, and “English (internet data)” are very similar. For each language, internet data and GigaWord data leads to very similar results. The figure also shows that to reach a given coverage, much more words are needed in Arabic than in French and English languages, this is probably due to the morphological richness of Arabic.
4. UPDATE OF VOCABULARIES

The text data collected over internet (cf. Section 3-A) are used here as text material from which new ASR vocabularies are selected for transcribing AMIS videos. Results are then analyzed mainly in terms of percentage of out-of-vocabulary words in the test sets for the different languages and different vocabulary sizes. A more detailed analysis is provided for French, including speech recognition performance.

A. Selection of vocabulary words

The vocabulary selection process relies on a conventional approach. First a unigram is estimated on each subset of the training corpus, corresponding to a radio channel, a TV channel, a journal, etc. For example, for the French language, the various subsets correspond to Euronews, France 24, France Inter, Le Monde, Le Figaro, L’Humanité, and so on. Overall, there are about 30 subsets for the French language. A similar splitting, according to web sites, is done also for English and Arabic data, leading to 22 data subsets for English and 29 data subsets for Arabic.

Once unigrams models are estimated on each data sub-set, they are linearly combined to make a global unigram. The weights of the linear combination are estimated with an Estimation-Maximization (E.M.) algorithm to match as best as possible the unigram estimated on the development data. The objective function that the E.M. algorithm optimizes is the Kullback-Leibler distance between the unigram distribution corresponding to the linear combination of the unigrams estimated on each sub-corpus, and the unigram distribution estimated on the development corpus.

On the French data, the two largest combination weights and the associated sub-corpus are the following: 0.876 for Euronews, and 0.106 for France24. All the other weights are below 0.01. A similar behavior is observed for the other languages. The large weight associated to the unigram corresponding to the Euronews data may be due to the fact that the development set is also made of descriptions of Euronews videos.

Finally, the selected vocabulary corresponds to the words that have the largest probability in the combined unigram. For each language, four vocabularies have been extracted corresponding respectively to the 100 k, 200 k, 400 k and 800 k most probable words.

B. Analysis of word coverage

To analyze the potential benefit of the new selected lexicons, we have used the text data corresponding to the YouTube descriptions (cf. Section 3-B) as test sets. On these test sets, we have evaluated the amount of out-of-vocabulary words for the various vocabularies: baseline ASR vocabulary, and new vocabularies of various sizes (100 k, 200 k, 400 k, and 800 k words). Results for the 3 languages are reported in Table 5. For comparison purpose, Table 5 reports the percentages of out-of-vocabulary words on the development sets (cf. Section 3-C).

As can be seen on these tables, the percentage of out-of-vocabulary words is much lower with the new vocabularies than with the old ones (the sizes of the baseline lexicons are given in Table 1). For each language, a similar behavior is observed on the development and on the test sets. In all cases, increasing the size of the vocabularies significantly reduces the percentage of out-of-vocabulary words in the development and test sets. For example, for the English data, on the test set, the OOV rate was reduced from 5.5% with the baseline vocabulary (150 k words) to 3.3% with the new 100 k word vocabulary, and then to 2.7%, 1.9% and 1.5% respectively with the 200 k, 400 k and 800 k vocabularies.

Comparing between the three languages, the OOV rates are smaller for the French data than for the English data and the largest OOV rates are observed for the Arabic language. Note that a large OOV rate on Arabic data was also observed in other studies related to statistical modeling of Arabic [18, 19].

C. ASR evaluation on French

To check the benefit of the new vocabularies, they have been used for a new transcription of a random subset of AMIS videos. As an example on French data, the two speech recognition results obtained with the old vocabulary, and with the new vocabulary (100 k words), are displayed as simultaneous subtitles. Figure 1 provides a typical example of the recovery of names of persons thanks to the new vocabularies. “John Kerry” was not present in the old French vocabulary, and thus the corresponding occurrence was replaced by a sequence of short words which are
acoustically close. As the person name is missing in the old vocabulary, the corresponding transcription (cf. line ASR-V01 in Figure 1) gets difficult to understand, and an important information (the name “John Kerry”) is missing; such behavior will also impact the machine translation process. With the new vocabularies, this problem is overcome.

Table 7. Performance with old and new lexicons on a subset of French videos.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>New 100 k word lexicon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global WER</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global OOV</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WER on names</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OOV on names</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7 details on a subset of French videos the benefits of the updated lexicons. Although the evaluation is restricted to a subset of French videos corresponding to about 6900 words, the global word error rate of the baseline system is in line with the WER estimated on the whole set of French videos (cf. Section 2). The OOV rate is also in line with the OOV rate estimated on the textual test set for French (cf. Table 6). With the 100 k word lexicon, the WER is significantly reduced (by 2.5% absolute), and the OOV is also reduced (down to 0.8%, which is similar to the OOV rate estimated on the textual test set for that lexicon). The second part of the table focuses on the names (names of persons, names of locations, ...) according to the POS tagging provided by TreeTagger. The WER and OOV rate reductions observed on the names are quite large: WER reduced by one third, and OOV rate reduced by more than 50%.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper has investigated the problem of out-of-vocabulary words in the transcription of videos in French, English and Arabic. A large part of out-of-vocabulary words concerns names of persons and of locations, which convey an important information for understanding the content of videos. To elaborate speech recognition vocabularies that are adequate for the transcription of the videos, large amount of data have been collected over internet in a time period matching that of the videos. These data collected over internet have been compared to the well-known GigaWord corpora, available from LDC. The behavior (coverage) of the frequent words of each corpus, is similar between the data collected over the web and the GigaWord data. Nevertheless, the comparison shows that much more words are needed in Arabic than in French or English to achieve a similar coverage of the word occurrences.

The collected data have been used to elaborate updated vocabularies in French, English and Arabic. Different sizes have been considered from 100 k words up to 800 k words. Noticeable reductions in the OOV rates are observed when the vocabulary size increases. The smallest OOV rates are observed on French data, and the largest ones on Arabic data.

Some speech recognition performance are also given and discussed. On French data, a detailed analysis is also provided with respect to names (of persons, of locations, etc.). This detailed analysis shows the poor coverage of the names by the baseline lexicons, and also demonstrates the benefits of the updated lexicons, both in term of WER reduction and OOV rate reduction.
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